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It’s a moment that every busy woman has experienced: It’s 7:00 a.m., and you’re standing in

front of your closet at a loss for what to wear because you have a fancy event to attend after work—and

you won’t be able to come home and change.

I know that busy women want to look great for all occasions—but I also know that too often they

don’t have time to fuss, and want to keep things simple. Here’s the good news: transitioning from the

workplace to an evening event doesn’t have to be as challenging as you think. Here are some simple tips

that will help make the transition headache-free.

Stay classy (and classic!) in basic black. Let flattering, stylish black work for you! It’s simple to wear
a black suit to the office and then slip into a lacy camisole or great white shirt when 5:00 hits. You can
even wear a sexy top to work (under your suit jacket, of course!) and simply shed your top layer for the
evening.

Amp up your accessories. Depending on how dressy your event is, bring along some dangly earrings
and a chic bracelet, for example, to liven up your outfit. Pearls are another option depending on the
outfit you have chosen. Choose a pair that is a substantial statement at the ear or a style with length
depending on your hairstyle. Eye-catching jewelry can serve as a focal point that takes an outfit from
basic to brilliant!

Pull a Cinderella. …by wearing unforgettable shoes! A pair of sassy peep-toe pumps or sophisticated
strappy heels can instantly make your look evening-appropriate. Don’t shy away from shiny, either:
metallics are naturally elegant, and they coordinate with most colors.

Bring a brilliant bag. Don’t forget to tuck your favorite evening bag into your briefcase. Clutches in
particular lend an elegantly classic aura and convey an utterly feminine air. To make a subtle statement
with a black outfit and shoes, carry a black leather or silk clutch. For more drama, choose an accent
color like red or a metallic.

Wake up your make-up. A quick touch-up at your desk can make a world of difference. Use an under-
eye highlighter to freshen your face and bring a dash of drama to your look with additional mascara and
fresh eyeliner. Don’t forget to use an eye brightener to take the red out of your eyes after working at the
office. Alternatively, you can make your lips pop with bright or dark lipstick. But choose one or the
other: bright lips and dramatic eyes can be too much when done together.



Let your hair down. They say that a woman’s hair is her crowning glory, so work it! Let your locks fall
softly around your face or pull them into an elegant French twist if length allows.
What not to wear to work!
While you might be tempted to incorporate as much of your eveningwear into your work outfit as
possible, avoid the following looks in the office—no matter how great they are for going out!

• Short or tight skirts and dresses—Keep the fit and length of your dresses and skirts work-
appropriate at all times. You don’t want to send the wrong message!

• Sequin and jeweled clothing—Any type of bejeweled item is distracting and makes you look
more into clubbing than climbing the corporate ladder.

• Lacy or fishnet stockings—Again, this trend is too sexy for nine-to-five. Keep stocking choices
classic and simple and trade them out after hours if you must.

• Low-cut, revealing necklines—Keep the necklines of tops conservative. You want coworkers
and clients to pay attention to what you are saying, not what you are revealing.

• Bare legs—In most offices, bare legs are simply too casual for the dress code. If you want to let
your legs go bare for a night out, you can always stash your stockings in your purse when you
leave!

• Rhinestones or flashy jewelry—Flashy jewelry can be a distraction in the workplace, even if it
makes a great statement for going out. Keep your flashier accessories in your purse and trade
your studs for more sparkly items later.

• Strappy sandals or evening shoes—It’s hard for clients and coworkers to take you seriously when
you are sporting a pair of sky-high stilettos or peep-toe pumps that scream “party” instead of
“professional.”
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